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We expect volatile conditions to continue as investors assess the impact of the
COVID-19 outbreak on the global economy and corporate profits. Many major
indices have corrected but not breached the -20% mark as of this writing. These
developments have spurred questions from our clients that senior leaders from
our investment team address in this roundtable discussion.

Is this an economic crisis?
The market’s volatility reflects worries about current and potential economic
impacts caused by the spread of COVID-19. There is an important underlying
distinction between stock market volatility and economic crisis. While the
stock market is often correlated to the economy over the long term, it is only one
indicator. The daily volatility we experience in the stock market doesn’t always
translate to a fundamental change to the economy.
This situation is a worldwide health emergency with real economic and consumer
and investor sentiment impacts. Effectively containing and controlling the spread
of the virus is the most important task in minimizing real economic impacts
and restoring investor and consumer confidence. While COVID-19 is a novel virus,
the world has experienced multiple pandemics in the modern age. You can learn
more about those historical events from a recent publication by our colleagues
at Avantis Investors™.

Is the recent volatility driven by the coronavirus or the price
war in the oil market?
Greg Woodhams, CFA
Co-Chief Investment Officer
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It’s ultimately tied to the coronavirus. In this case, the coronavirus is delivering
an exogenous shock to the oil market. China draconian measures to restrict travel
and business activities over the past two months have significantly reduced its
demand for oil. With factories closed and millions of people across major cities in
China restricted from travel, the Caixin China General Manufacturing Purchasing
Manager’s Index recorded its worst monthly reading on record. Auto sales in
China are down more than 90% during the same period.
The weakening demand and softening prices for oil exerted increased pressure to
the geopolitical dynamic between the two major oil producing countries in the
OPEC Plus alliance, Saudi Arabia and Russia. After the breakdown in negotiations
to cut production, Saudi Arabia’s unilateral decision to increase production sent an
unexpected shock to the oil market.
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To what extent do central banks have room to support the markets?
While central banks can provide adequate liquidity, they can’t curb the spread of COVID-19 in our communities. Therefore, a
combination of public health, fiscal and monetary measures is needed during this time. Key central banks, including
those in China, the U.S., Canada and Australia, have reduced rates since the initial outbreak of COVID-19.
Central banks had the critical role in restoring stability to the world’s financial system during the global financial crisis of 2008.
An important difference between now and then is that the world’s economy was doing well before this outbreak. Therefore, we
aren’t dealing with the same systemic risks or widespread overleverage in critical financial systems.

How is COVID-19 affecting profits?
The outbreak has affected earnings for businesses worldwide. Companies related to travel and hospitality, such as airlines,
cruise lines, hotels and restaurants, were among the hardest hit initially. And, as mentioned previously, the impact has been
severe in the energy sector due to the slowdown in demand and the price war.
The virus, partly due to its origination in China, has disrupted global supply chains, including many in information
technology. But we think it is important to distinguish between cancelled revenues (such as in travel) and delayed revenues.
We believe supply chain issues will be resolved, though some orders may be pushed back to later this year.
Disruptions stemming from politics (e.g., trade wars) or infectious disease outbreaks like COVID-19 could encourage
companies to rethink their reliance on such arrangements. We continue to watch this structural trend.

Has the outbreak affected your outlook on emerging markets equities?
As with many economic disruptions, this event has had an outsized effect on emerging markets. The virus hit EM stocks hard,
and it may take some time for them rebound to their pre-outbreak levels. We believe the current downturn is driven more by
fear and investor sentiment than any change in market fundamentals. We anticipate a short-term impact on the portfolio and
expect to see improvement in the second half of 2020.

How has recent volatility affected technology stocks?
Concerns that the coronavirus outbreak will hurt supply chains in China and Asia have hit the technology sector hard.
Semiconductor stocks are caught up in that volatility. Semiconductor companies had been up significantly before the virus
scare, so there is likely some profit taking in that part of the IT sector as well.

What is your outlook for energy stocks?
Given the current supply/demand imbalance, it’s hard to see energy stocks outperforming. As we exited 2019, energy
markets were already oversupplied, with global production growth exceeding demand growth. The impact of the coronavirus
outbreak worsened the supply/demand imbalance with the prospect of 1 million barrels per day of growth fading to zero. The
call on OPEC to lower production growth was too much for Saudi Arabia and Russia to coordinate, and the outcome was
collapse of the OPEC Plus alliance. Futures market activity implies that many exploration and production businesses will have
difficulty earning their cost of capital given a projected $42 price per barrel for oil.
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Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
The opinions expressed are those of the portfolio team and are no guarantee of the future performance of any American Century
Investments portfolio. This information is for an educational purpose only and is not intended to serve as investment advice.
References to specific securities are for illustrative purposes only, and are not intended as recommendations to purchase or sell
securities. Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment and, along with other portfolio data, are subject to change
without notice.
This information is not intended as a personalized recommendation or fiduciary advice and should not be relied upon for
investment, accounting, legal or tax advice.
No offer of any security is made hereby. This material is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute a
recommendation of any investment strategy or product described herein. This material is directed to professional/institutional
clients only and should not be relied upon by retail investors or the public. The content of this document has not been reviewed
by any regulatory authority.
This promotion has been approved with limitations, in accordance with Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act, by
American Century Investment Management (UK) Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
This promotion is directed at persons having professional experience of participating in unregulated schemes and units to which
the communication relates are available only to such persons. Persons who do not have professional experience in participation
in unregulated schemes should not rely on it.
American Century Investment Management (UK) Limited is registered in England and Wales. Registered number: 06520426.
Registered office: 12 Henrietta Street, 4th Floor, London, WC2E 8LH.
American Century Investment Management (Asia Pacific) Limited currently holds Type 1 and Type 4 registrations from the
Securities and Futures Commission (SFC). American Century Investment Management, Inc. is not registered with the SFC.
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